The Workshop

Rev. Dr. Elisa Novick, D.S.S.

We combine elements of three Thriving Planet
workshops: the Laboratory of Life, Tree Love:
Heart of the Forest, and Planet Healing, Planet
Thriving. The Laboratory of Life constellational
process informs them all. Each workshop is
tailored to those attending and is therefore unique.

Elisa has dedicated her life to providing
profound healing and transformaion
through her counseling-coaching practice
for over 37 years and has facilitated over
1600 workshops in 18 countries. She is a
healer, minister, initiate, and Lightworker.
She believes that attunement to spiritual
intelligence and alignment with our inner
truth are keys to a joyful, fulfilling life and
the healing and thriving of our planet.

We exist within a complex multidimensional
web of relationship that transcends time and
space. As we heal ancient limiting patterns,
we become able to tap into greater levels of
freedom and capability and can take part in the
magnificent creation that is this universe.
Because the method is experiential, rather than
didactic, the results are profound. It provides
you with an opportunity to learn deeply about
yourself and how to transform the underlying
energetic patterns that inform your reality.
	
  

Join us for healing, for growing,
for learning, for your relationships,
for your career, for love, for fun,
for communion, for realizing your Self,
for world service, for evolution...

Registration and information:
Elisa Novick
Institute for a Thriving Planet
New Lebanon, New York, U.S.A.
U.S. Phone:		1 (413) 446-0865
E-mail:		elisanovick@thrivingplanet.org
Skype:		elisanovick or +1 (413) 591-8144
Web:		www.thrivingplanet.org
Facebook: 		www.facebook.com/elisa.novick

Elisa is passionate about preserving our
forests so we all can flourish. “Not only the
other half of our lungs, trees may be the other
half of our hearts.” She is writing a series
of Tree Love books about the astonishing
interactions she has with magnificent fully
sentient trees and others in the natural
and spiritual worlds and their “Project” to
replenish the life force on Earth.

Thriving Planet World Tour

Healing and Thriving
for

People, Trees and Planet

This is a pivotal time in history when

shifting our world from a course of

destruction to one that is wholesome
and loving is essential .

Together we
can co - create a thriving planet .

Elisa Novick
Facilitator

Elisa’s pursuit of the highest good
in relationship to life, the planet, to
our fellow beings, is a real joy to be
a part of. She is creative, tenacious,
joyful, and devoted. Be prepared to
dig deep and fly high!
— Antonia S., photographer
Elisa is one of the best facilitators I
have ever experienced.
— Brett B., Omega Institute

United States, Mexico, Canada, Japan,
Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia,
Germany, The Netherlands, Romania,
United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Australia, New Zealand...
All workshops are conducted in English, translation is
provided in Japan and where necessary.

Thriving Planet Counseling Sessions
for individuals, couples or your group available
schedule permitting.
Individual in-person and online sessions,
call to schedule any time.

Laboratory of Life
The Laboratory of Life is endlessly creative
and totally fascinating because everyone
participating
is
making
discoveries
about themselves and their worlds. Even
though the process can be
profoundly serious in what
it means to us, when we are
engaged in new learning
that can illuminate every
part of our lives, there is
an excitement that arises
spontaneously.
It can be touching, delightful, mind-blowing,
tender, uplifting. There can be laughter
or tears, deep welling of emotion, or the
most subtle, quiet,
beauteous whisper of
an inner current. The
precision and elegant
nuance call forth the
master artist in each
of us and bring us
totally present. We are becoming more of
ourselves, who we truly are. This work
is highly personal and accessible as well as
spiritually uplifting — without limits in
its application.
I am deeply moved by Elisa’s gifts as an
interpreter and healer. Her beautiful and
subtle ability to awaken our atrophied
intuitive senses, begins a healing that is
fundamentally life-changing. Time and
again I have experienced and observed her
accurately naming physical, spiritual, and
emotional “dis-ease,” and then drawing
on her myriad skills to penetrate, restore,
retune, and invite health and joy.

m Tree Love

M

I walked down a forest path and was met by
a wave of love emanating from a magnificent
and noble oak tree. Since then I’ve learned that
there is sentience in trees beyond anything
most people have ever suspected. Each tree
is unique in personality and abilities. We can
learn to perceive their messages and partner
with them to save and renew life on earth.

Utilizing the subtle attunement we’ve
cultivated in the Laboratory of Life
with trees, we begin to know ourselves as
loving co-creators
in the life of
the planet. This
process
enables
you to heighten
your
perception
and inner knowing.
Once you’ve experienced a loving connection
with a tree, there are friends everywhere.
They are not only the other half of our
lungs; they may also be the other half of
our hearts. The unconditional love and
spiritual gifts that
the trees bestow
will change your
life forever. The
trees hold keys
for the survival
and replenishing
of life — and
love — on Earth.

Elisa’s work is central — it is powerful
and ground-breaking.

There is an unfathomable joy in me as a
result of being with the trees. A deep longing
has surfaced for communication with these
beings whose work is on the very deepest
level imaginable. There is a sense of starting
something that the world has been waiting for
humans to initiate, to bring about, with our
joint efforts, the healing of the planet.

— Normi N., director, actor, playwright

— Francis M., cellist, violin maker

Planet Thriving
We have the ability to co-create new
coherent, exquisite patterns of healing and
thriving to act as energetic blueprints for a
wholesome trajectory for our world. These
patterns become available as organizing
principles for the highest good of all.

When group consciousness is aligned with
sincere intention in harmony, without
sacrificing our unique individual selves, we
begin to develop abilities we rarely achieve
by ourselves. Information becomes available
that was not known before, and we can
enter into service to the whole.
If you have wished or prayed to be able to
serve in a greater way, creating the world we
want starts with us.

The Laboratory of Life is the spiritual
work that lights me up the brightest.
I feel as if I am doing what I came to
do, realizing my purpose on Earth. My
own personal transformation is being
achieved at warp speed, blocks from my
true being are removed layer by layer.
I gain insights and subtle but
profound learnings for my life.
— Stanley W., teacher, artist, healer

